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TWO WORLDS II® 

ECHOES OF THE DARK PAST 2 [Multiplayer DLC] 
 

 
Name:    Two Worlds II: Echoes of the Dark Past 2 
Publisher | Label:  TopWare Interactive 
Developer:   Reality Pump Studios 
Distribution:    TopWare Interactive 
Platform(s):   PC | Mac OS | Linux | SteamOS 
Genre:    RPG | Role Playing 
Languages:   Bi-lingual (Ger | Eng ) 
Release Date:  August 23, 2018 
Website:    eotdp2.twoworlds2.com 
Multiplayer:    Yes, 8 players 
USK | Pegi | ESRB  16  | 16+ | M17+ 
 
 
 
 
GAME OVERVIEW 

 
 
Your Two Worlds II multiplayer adventure continues in "Echoes of the Dark Past 2": 
Three brand new domains await you, each with two unique paths, for a total of six nev-
er-before-seen maps to explore! 
 
Desert Storm: Fight desert demons, hordes of the undead, and a crazed cannibal clan 
in the biggest Two Worlds II multiplayer map yet! Deep in the desert, a bloody conflict 
is brewing, and you must choose a side! Join either the Vanderbilt mercenaries or the 
Veneficus University expedition, each with their own unique quests, and unlock addi-
tional multiplayer maps depending on your choice!  
 
The Tenebrae Passage: Join the crooked magician, Mendel, as you scour the old Ten-
ebrae tunnels and clash with the Vanderbilt mercenaries, fighting your way deep un-
derground to an ancient Tenebrae tomb. 
 
The Tenebrae Tunnels: Side with Bernhard, the young nephew of Abraham Vanderbilt 
and his mercenaries, go to war against Mendel and the Veneficus mages, and help the 
mercenaries infiltrate the old tomb before the wizards do… 
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Sanctuary of Sama'El: Help the Veneficus mages fight their way through the Tene-
brae tomb, but when they make a final, desperate decision, whose side will you 
choose? 
 
Sepulchre of Sama'El: Continue your adventure with the Vanderbilts, as you attempt 
to save the ancient tomb from destruction while facing a powerful ally… or a deadly 
adversary, depending on your decisions.  
 
Desert Storm - Team Deathmatch: Return to the endless desert and duke it out 
against other players or desert monsters in the largest Team Deathmatch map in Anta-
loor's history, four times bigger than any other multiplayer map! 
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FEATURES 
 

 
 The first non-linear multiplayer experience in Two Worlds’ history! Caught 

in the middle of a bloody war for mystical, ancient artifacts, you must choose a 

side, unlocking new maps and story events depending on your alliances. 
 

 Explore the brutal landscape and unforgiving climate of Desert Storm, a true 
open-world multiplayer adventure set in the largest map in Two Worlds’ 
history! 
 

 Monster Team Deathmatch: fight a traditional battle against an enemy team, 

or duke it out against deadly thugs and bloodthirsty desert creatures who re-
spect no alliances! 
 

 Updated tactics allow for spectacular ranged combat against evil mages and 

loathsome wizards! 
 

 Face all new enemies in two separate adventures, spread across six maps. 
 

 Experience a new level of immersion with a brand new musical score and 
updated sound and weather effects, from downpours to sandstorms. 
 

 Weapons and equipment from the latest Two World’s II single-player DLC, 
"Call of the Tenebrae", are available to collect, trade and sell in the multi-
player mode. 
 

 Updated and enhanced monster packs and a randomized enemy generator 
unleashes 30 vicious enemy types in different numbers and variations to match 
your character's power level up to 300. 
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TRACK RECORD 
 

 
For years, TopWare Interactive has developed successful brands, built international presence, and pub-
lished award winning blockbusters of all genres, embodying the proverbial “breath of fresh air” in the video 
game industry. Evidence of this fact can be seen in the successful IPs generated by in-house development 
studio Reality Pump, and other top licenses acquired from external developers. Games such as “Earth 2160” 
and “Two Worlds II” are just two of the award winning box office hits to emerge from this unique and innova-
tive studio. 
Being a privately held and financed company and operating without any impeding foreign control, TopWare 
Interactive is able to make quick decisions and adjustments to adapt to a constantly evolving global market-
place. Currently, the company is the only worldwide, independent Game Publisher with its own in-house de-
velopment resources, with more than 25 years of entertainment industry experience. Over the years, that 
experience has given the video game community such innovative milestones as the first CD-ROM (1992), the 
first DVD-ROM (1997), and the first PC BDROM (2008) containing gaming content. 
 
TopWare Interactive was also the first German based company appointed as a licensed Publisher by Microsoft, 
Apple, Nintendo and Sony for their respective next gen platforms. This provides for a solid future product port-
folio on multiple platforms and distribution channels. Presently, TopWare develops for and publishes on PC, 
Mac, Linux, Xbox 360, Xbox One, PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Nintendo Wii, and Nintendo DS/3DS, i-Phone and 
i-Pad and Android platforms. In fact, in the PC sector, TopWare retains a close partnership with Intel, AMD and 
nVidia, striving to propel innovation and remain on the cutting-edge of state-of-the-art technology. 
 

 
2018: "TWII: Echoes of the Dark Past 2" and TWII: Shattered Embrace"  

2017: "TWII: Call of the Tenebrae" and "TWII: Echoes of the Dark Past" 

2015: "Vendetta: Curse of Raven's Cry" 

2013: "Iron Sky Invasion" and "Pressure" 

2012: "Planets under Attack" and "Transcripted"  

2011: "Two Worlds II: Pirates of the Flying Fortress" and "Battle vs. Chess" 

2010: "Two Worlds II" and "Two Worlds II: Castle Defense" 

2009: "X-Blades" 

2007: "Two Worlds" 

2006: "Dream Pinball 3D" 

2005: "Earth 2160" 

2004: "The I of the Dragon" 

2003: "KnightShift" and "Jagged Alliance 2: Wildfire" 

2002: "World War II: Panzer Claws" and "Heli Heroes" 

2001: "World War III: Black Gold" and "EARTH 2150: Lost Souls" 

2000: "EARTH 2150: The Moon Project" 

1999: "Jagged Alliance 2" and "Gorky 17" 

1998: "EARTH 2150" and "Knights and Merchants" 

1997: "EARTH 2140” and "Jack Orlando" 

1996: "Realms of Arcania: Shadows over Riva" and "The Northland Trilogy" 
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